Euroflex M4S
Vapour Hybrid
Steam Cleaner
With the Euroflex M4S Vapour Hybrid Steam Cleaner,
you can effortlessly keep your home clean and hygienic.
Make use of its versatile body to remove dirt from all
kinds of floors and sanitise hard surfaces in your place.
Instead of using large amounts of toxic cleaning
solutions, the M4S Vapour only needs a small amount
of water to produce pressurised steam and eliminate
germs, viruses, moulds, and odours. With this device,
you can conveniently keep your home looking new in a
much safer and eco-friendly way. Key Features Handle
stubborn marks on floors without breaking a sweat. The
Euroflex M4S Vapour Hybrid Steam Cleaner combines
its boiler and hot-plate base to continuously deliver hot
steam, penetrating through persistent stains and dirt on
any floors. Unlike standard steam mops, the M4S
cleaner is hotter and dryer, so you can enjoy better
cleaning results! It effectively dissolves and extricates
dirt without leaving any unsightly watermarks or
streaking. Keep the steam inside the machine! Thanks
to its Electronic Steam Release function, the Euroflex
cleaner makes sure that no steam is wasted while
cleaning. Dust mites don't stand a chance! The
complimentary carpet sledge can efficiently renew
carpets or rugs and eliminate dust mites. In addition, it
incorporates four front jets and six steam outlets so that
the steam is evenly distributed in the floor pads. Take
care of your floors with this device. Simply convert it into
an upright floor cleaner, and you can efficiently clean
hard, sealed, smooth, and water sensitive floors with
ease. Transform the Euroflex M4S Vapour into a
portable tool for multipurpose cleaning! It comes with a
full range of accessories for glass surfaces, grouts,
kitchen counters, bathrooms and other parts of your
home. Stay on top of your chores as the Euroflex M4S
Vapour Hybrid Steam Cleaner gets ready in just about 3

minutes. Additionally, the steam cleaner has a running
time of 20 minutes before refilling its 0.6L water tank. It
has a 1.35-metre hose length, making the steamer
easier to use in portable mode. Thanks to its 7-metre
cord, connecting this steam cleaner to an outlet is a
breeze. It comes with two washable and reusable
super-absorbent microfibre pads, perfect for lifting and
holding dirt. Keep your floors safe by putting the M4S
Steam Cleaner on the provided parking pad after every
use before storing it away. The Euroflex M4S only
needs a little water to make a large amount of steam. It
also employs a controlled thermostat to save on power
costs in the long run. The package consists of the M4S
Vapour Hybrid Steam Cleaner comes, 2x Hard Floor
microfibre pads with scrubbing insert (washable), 1x
Carpet sledge with microfibre pad (washable), 2x
Extension tubes, 1x Parking pad, 1x Filling cup, 1x
Funnel, 1x Window tool, 1x Tile grout cleaning tool, 1x
Small brush with adaptor, 2x Fitted microfibre pad for
small brush, 1x Detail nozzle, 2x Round nylon brushes
for Detail Nozzle, 1x Scraper knife for Detail Nozzle, 1x
Accessory storage bag, 1x Instruction Manual, 1x
Warranty Certificate, and 1x Warranty Registration
Card.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Number

Euroflex
Steam Mop
3330208

Vacuums & Floorcare Features

Run Time
(Standard)
Run Time (Max
Mode)

20 mins

Model of Steam
Mop Pads that
Matches Mop

Euroflex brand (product code:
AC3209711)

20 mins

Steam Levels
(Mops)
Carpet Gliding
Tool (Mop)
Water Tank
Capacity (Mop &
Shampooer)

3.5 bars

Cleaning Path
Width
(Shampooer)
Tough Stain Tool
(Shampooer)
Hose Length
(Shampooer)
Number of
Modes/
Programme
(Shampooer)

30CM

Included
0.6L

Included
1.35M
2 (Floor Cleaning mode &
Portable Steam Cleaning mode)

Home Appliance Power Features

Corded or
Cordless
Cord Length

Corded

Wattage/Voltage

1200W

7m

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

30 cm
21 cm
120 cm
4.5 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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